CHAPTER XXI
FRANCE AND ENGLAND IN THE SECOND HALF OF
THE TWELFTH CENTURY
The Angevin fr-^HE accession of Henry II to the throne of Engknd
Empire	•	•   -n      i i •	i»i
I    opened a new chapter in French history which was to
JL cover half a century. The Angevin Empire, occupy-
ing practically the western half of France, divided the king-
dom into two: an unequal division, for of only part of the
eastern half was the French king the actual ruler, Henry's
ambition was not limited by the extensive territories of which
he was master in 1154. He wished to add to them and round
them off on various sides. Brittany, with its Channel coast,
was one objective. His brother Geoffrey acquired the lord-
ship of Nantes in 1156, and when he died childless in 1158,
Henry claimed the succession and with it the suzerainty over
Brittany; and, surprisingly enough, Louis readily gave his
sanction. In the south, the second husband of Eleanor, like
the first, was covetous of Toulouse; here Louis frustrated
him for a time, but in 1173 count Raymond did homage to
Henry's son Richard. Aquitaine was further extended by the
acquisition of Auvergne in spite of Louis' protests, and Henry
gained a controlling position in Berry also; in 1177 he
acquired by purchase the county of La Marche. Moreover,
he increased his importance and influence by the external
marriages he contracted for his daughters. In 1168 the eldest,
Matilda, married Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony and
Bavaria; in 1169 the second, Eleanor, married king Alfonso
VIII of Castile; and in 1177 the youngest, Joan, married
king William II of Sicily* The betrothal of Henry's youngest
son John to the heiress of Humbert III of Savoy opened up
possibilities of a further extension of Angevin influence, but
as she died in the next year the marriage did not eventualise.
Both in France and in Europe, Henry occupied a much
Louis vn larger place than the king of France. Yet he must not be
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